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What Should the Waiter Conclude?



The Waiter’s Reasoning

✤ The question was “Does everyone want beer?”!

✤ If the first guest did not want beer, he would have 
answered “No”.!

✤ If the second guest did not want beer, he would have 
answered “No.”!

✤ The third guest answered “Yes”, so everybody must 
want beer.



What to Expect from this Course

Learn about 
propositional, 

predicate, modal, 
and inductive logic

Learn how to write 
formal proofs, both 

semantic and 
syntactic proofs

Learn some history 
and philosophy of 
logic along the way

Learn about !
logical puzzles and 

paradoxes



What’s Logic Good for?
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“Logic will bring  
you from A to B. 
Imagination will  
bring you  
everywhere.”
!
Albert Einstein



So…What’s Logic Good For?

Make things explicit 

Identify good reasoning 



Making Things Explicit
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How Difficult 
Can it Be to 
Crack an Egg?



A Standard Problem in Artificial Intelligence

“A cook is cracking a raw egg against a glass bowl. 
Properly performed, the impact of the egg against the 

edge of the bowl will crack the eggshell in half. Holding 
the egg over the bowl, the cook will then separate the two 
halves of the shell with his fingers, enlarging the crack, 

and the contents of the egg will fall gently into the bowl. 
The end result is that the entire contents of the egg will 
be in the bowl, with the yolk unbroken, and that the two 

halves of the shell are held in the cook’s fingers.”!
!

Source: http://www-formal.stanford.edu/leora/commonsense/

http://www-formal.stanford.edu/leora/commonsense/


Cracking an Egg Isn’t That Easy!

Material 
of an egg

The initial 
crack

Geometry 
of a egg

Opening 
of the egg

Static Knowledge 
about eggs

Knowledge about 
“egg cracking”

By making this knowledge explicit, we can instruct a computer



Identifying Good Reasoning



Good Reasoning (1)

Premise 1: If you take the medication, then you will get better!
Premise 2: You are taking the medication!
———————————————————————————!
Conclusion: You will get better!

Modus Ponens:!
!
If A, then B!
A!
——————!
B!



Good Reasoning (2)

Premise 1: If you take the medication, then you will get better!
Premise 2: You are NOT getting better!
———————————————————————————!
Conclusion: You are NOT taking the medication

Modus Tollens:!
!
If A, then B!
not-B!
——————!
not-A!

Good reasoning is 
reasoning that conforms to a good 

reasoning pattern



Monetarist Politics

Let’s assume, given our knowledge 
of the US economy, that if the 

money supply were to increase at 
less than 5%, the rate of inflation 
would come down. Now, since the 
money supply is increasing at a 
rate well above 10%, we must 
conclude that inflation will not 

come down.

Is this a good 
piece of 
reasoning?



Good Reasoning?

Premise 1: If the money supply increases by less than 5%, inflation will decrease!
Premise 2: The money supply does NOT increase by less than 5%!
————————————————————————————————————!
Conclusion: Inflation will NOT decrease!

If A, then B!
not-A!
——————!
not-B!

This reasoning does not 
seem to conform to a good 

reasoning pattern



Which Patterns Are Good? (1)

If A, then B!
A!
——————!
B!

If A, then B!
not-B!
——————!
not-A!

If A, then B!
not-A!
——————!
not-B!

If A, then B!
B!
——————!
A!

Good
(Typically 

considered) !
Bad



Which Patterns Are Good? (2)

If A, then B!
If B, then C!
If C, then D!
A!
——————!
D!

If A, then B!
If C, then D!
A and C!
——————!
B and D!

If A, then B!
If C, then D!
not-B and not-D!
———————-!
not-A and not-C !

There is an infinite number of good reasoning patterns. !
We cannot list them all!



Another Way to Identify Good Reasoning



A Murder Case
Update and Consequence

Example (6)

A1 At least one of them is guilty.
A2 Not all of them are guilty.
A3 If Mrs White is guilty, then Colonel Mustard helped her (he is

guilty too).
A4 If Miss Scarlet is innocent then so is Colonel Mustard.

(http://www.logicinaction.org/) 13 / 41



Listing All the PossibilitiesUpdate and Consequence

Example (6)

A1 At least one of them is guilty.
A2 Not all of them are guilty.
A3 If Mrs White is guilty, then

Colonel Mustard helped her (he
is guilty too).

A4 If Miss Scarlet is innocent then
so is Colonel Mustard.

innocent innocent innocent

innocent innocent guilty

innocent guilty innocent

innocent guilty guilty

guilty innocent innocent

guilty innocent guilty

guilty guilty innocent

guilty guilty guilty

(http://www.logicinaction.org/) 14 / 41



Ruling Out Possibilities
Update and Consequence

Example (6)

A1 At least one of them is guilty.
A2 Not all of them are guilty.
A3 If Mrs White is guilty, then

Colonel Mustard helped her (he
is guilty too).

A4 If Miss Scarlet is innocent then
so is Colonel Mustard.

innocent innocent innocent

innocent innocent guilty

innocent guilty innocent

innocent guilty guilty

guilty innocent innocent

guilty innocent guilty

guilty guilty innocent

guilty guilty guilty

(http://www.logicinaction.org/) 14 / 41



Good ReasoningUpdate and Consequence

Example (6)

A1,A2,A3,A4

Miss Scarlet is guilty

In every situation in which A1,A2,A3 and A4 are all true, “Miss

Scarlet is guilty” is true.

A1,A2,A3,A4

Mrs White is innocent

In every situation in which A1,A2,A3 and A4 are all true, “Mrs

White is innocent” is true.

(http://www.logicinaction.org/) 15 / 41



Not So GoodUpdate and Consequence

Example (6)

A1,A2,A3,A4

Colonel Mustard is guilty

There is a situation in which A1,A2,A3 and A4 are all true, but
“Colonel Mustard is guilty” is false (there is a counter-example).

A1,A2,A3,A4

Colonel Mustard is innocent

There is a situation in which A1,A2,A3 and A4 are all true, but
“Colonel Mustard is innocent” is false (there is a
counter-example).

(http://www.logicinaction.org/) 16 / 41



Two Ways to Identify Good 
Reasoning

Check whether the proposed 
reasoning conforms to a good 

reasoning pattern.

List all the 
possibilities, rule out the 

possibilities that are 
excluded by the premises, and 

check whether the putative 
conclusion is true in all the 

possibilities that are 
left.

Syntactic Method Semantic Method
Logical 
System



From Lewis Carroll

There is no box of mine here that I dare 
open. My writing desk is made of 

rosewood. All my boxes are painted, 
except those that are here. There is no box 
of mine I dare not open, unless it is full of 
live scorpions. All my rosewood boxes are 

unpainted. Therefore…
Therefore…my 

desk is full of live 
scorpions!


